
 
 

400 Thunder Championship Drag Racing Series 
 

Palmyra Thunder 1000, Palmyra Dragway, 29/30 October, 2021 
 

Supplementary Regulations issued 26th October, 2021 @ 10.00am 
 

 

1. REAL STREET – As of the Palmyra Thunder 1000, on October 29/30, 2021, the New Real Street 
Category has been confirmed as a 400 Thunder Championship Category for the 2021 / 2022 400 
Thunder Championship Drag Racing Series.  400 Thunder Championship Trophies and points will be 
issued to competitors accordingly at the Palmyra Thunder 1000. 

 

2. SUPERCOMP - A temporary concession, due to border closures, has been granted for the Palmyra 
Thunder 1000, scheduled on October 29/30, 2021, for the Supercomp category to be contested 
with a minimum entry level of 5 entries as per the following rule update; 

 

Updated Rule - “A minimum of FIVE competitors must enter a bracket by close of entries, further to 

that a minimum of FIVE competitors must attempt to qualify, and a minimum of three must contest 

first round, in order for the bracket to be contested as a championship event. Only 20 points will be 

awarded to each competitor, who attempted to qualify at a valid commenced event, on fields that 

don’t meet the required numbers” 

3. SUPERCHARGED OUTLAWS - A temporary concession, due to border closures, has been granted for 
the Palmyra Thunder 1000, scheduled on October 29/30, 2021, for the Supercharged Outlaws 
category to be contested with a minimum entry level of 5 entries as per the following rule update; 

 

Updated Rule - “A minimum of FIVE competitors must enter a bracket by close of entries, further 
to that a minimum of FIVE competitors must attempt to qualify, and a minimum of three must 
contest first round, in order for the bracket to be contested as a championship event. Only 20 
points will be awarded to each competitor, who attempted to qualify at a valid commenced event, 
on fields that don’t meet the required numbers” 

 


